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Abstract. Many binary halftoning algorithms tend to render ex-
treme tones (i.e., very light or very dark tones) with objectionable dot
distributions. To alleviate this artifact, we introduce a halftone post-
processing algorithm called the Springs algorithm. The objective of
Springs is to rearrange minority pixels in affected regions for a
smoother, more attractive rendition. In this paper, we describe the
Springs algorithm, and we show results which demonstrate its effec-
tiveness. The heart of this algorithm is a simple dot-rearrangement
heuristic which results in a more isotropic dot distribution. The ap-
proach is to treat any well-isolated dot as if it were connected to
neighboring dots by springs, and to move it to a location where the
energy in the springs is a minimum. Applied to the whole image, this
could degrade halftone appearance. However, Springs only moves
dots in selected regions of the image. Pixels that are not minority
pixels are not moved at all. Moreover, dot rearrangement is disabled
on and around detected edges, since it could otherwise render
those edges soft and diffuse. © 2000 SPIE and IS&T.
[S1017-9909(00)00102-1]

1 Introduction

Digital halftoning is the process of transforming
‘‘continuous-tone’’ digital image into one which may b
rendered by a device having a relatively limited palette.1 In
the case of binary halftoning, the intended output dev
can only produce two colors—usually black and whi
This case is especially important because of its relevanc
the field of printing.

One drawback of many common binary halftoning alg
rithms is that they often render extreme tones~i.e., very
light and very dark tones! with objectionable dot distribu-
tions. One such algorithm is error diffusion,2 which is
known to produce a strongly directional ‘‘worming’’ arti

a!This work was performed while Clayton Brian Atkins was with Purdue Univers
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fact. Another example is screening using tradition
dispersed-dot dither arrays~see Ref. 3, for example!, which
produce artificially periodic patterns.

What makes these behaviors so objectionable is
they suggest the presence of texture in regions where t
should not be any texture. When it comes to printing bina
halftone images, this is especially problematic in the c
of light tones, where the minority pixels—black do
against the white background4—tend to be more visible.
This is generally less of a problem in the dark tones, sin
the visibility of individual minority pixels—white dots
against the black background—can be significantly redu
because of factors collectively referred to as ‘‘dot gain.’

A variety of novel halftoning methods have address
this problem. Included among them are methods for mo
fied error diffusion,5,6 dither array generation7–10 two-
dimensional pulse-density modulation,11 and halftoning
based on tree coding,12 which specifically address the prob
lem of how minority pixels are arranged in regions of e
treme tone. These techniques work by controlling the sp
ing among minority pixels in order to avoid the artifac
described above. Despite the satisfactory performance
many of these methods, error diffusion~as it was originally
proposed! and traditional dither arrays are still in wide us

In this paper we introduce a halftone postprocess
technique called theSpringsalgorithm, which has been de
veloped to suppress the above-described artifacts. The
jective ofSpringsis to rearrange minority pixels in affecte
regions, in order to give a smoother, more attractive ren
tion.

An important aspect ofSpringsis that it is separate and
apart from whatever halftoning algorithm was used to g
erate the input halftone image. Moreover,Springsworks
without any knowledge of the continuous-tone image fro
which the input halftone was generated. This means
Springsis a halftone postprocessing algorithm strictly, a
it distinguishesSpringsfrom halftoning algorithms~or half-

9;
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tone optimization algorithms! that effectively perform half-
tone postprocessing such as in Refs. 13–15, and
Springsdoes share some similarity with the algorithm
Eschbach and Hauck described in Ref. 13, since both
volve halftone postprocessing based on treating mino
pixels as if they were connected to neighboring minor
pixels by imaginary springs. The difference is that the
gorithm of Ref. 13 uses knowledge of the continuous-to
input image, whileSpringsdoes not.

To our knowledge, there is very little prior publishe
work in the area of halftone postprocessing for improv
rendition of extreme tones. One exception is Ref. 17, wh
we describe an algorithm which is very similar to the o
presented here. Other work in the area of halftone postp
cessing relates to the important but different field of digi
document restoration.18,19

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
the next section, we describe the general structure of
Springsalgorithm. Then, in Sec. 3, we give a detailed d
scription of the dot-rearrangement procedure which for
the basis ofSprings. In Sec. 4, we describe the scheme th
is used to detect edge regions in the halftone, where
rearrangement is not allowed. Finally, in Sec. 5, we sh
some experimental results; and in Sec. 6, we give so
conclusions.

2 The Springs Algorithm

The Springsalgorithm works by first identifying regions
where postprocessing may be warranted, and then rearr
ing minority pixels in those regions for a more homog
neous distribution. The two stages of this process are
picted in Fig. 1.

Note that this involves moving black dots in light re
gions, and it also involves moving white dots in dark r
gions. In this paper, we will use the term ‘‘dot’’ to refer t
a minority pixel in a generic sense. There is little room f
confusion here, since in regions of extreme tone, the me
ing of the termminority pixel is unambiguous; and we wil
see in Sec. 3 that we do not even move pixels that are
minority pixels.

The movement of a dot amounts to the minimization
a cost functional. This cost functional represents the ene
stored in virtual springs that connect the dot to some nei
boring dots, as depicted in Fig. 2. To minimize this fun
tional, we allow the central dot to move, while the neig
boring dots remain fixed. Intuitively this minimization ha
the effect of relaxing the dot distribution, which results in
more homogeneous texture. In order to evaluate the fu
tional, we assume that the ‘‘rest length’’ of each of th
springs is equal to the mean of the distances between
dot ~at its starting location! and its neighbors. This mean
that the form of the functional actually adapts to the init
dot distribution.

Fig. 1 Structure of the Springs algorithm.
152 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2000 / Vol. 9(2)
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Prior to the dot-rearrangement stage,Springsgenerates a
binary map identifying edge regions, where dot rearran
ment will not be allowed. This is important since subjecti
edges to the dot-rearrangement process could render
soft and diffuse.

3 Dot Rearrangement

The dot-rearrangement stage of theSprings algorithm is
iterative. Each iteration consists of one raster-ordered p
through the lattice of pixel locations in the image. In th
turn of each pixel location, we consider the pixel there a
candidate for being moved; and we move it, provided t
certain conditions are met. These conditions are listed
the following paragraph. The form of the cost function
depends upon the position of the dot relative to the po
tions of N neighboring dots. An important aspect of th
algorithm is the procedure by which we choose tho
neighbors.

In order for a pixel to be moved, it must satisfy thre
criteria. First, it must be spatially separated from any ed
detected in the halftone. These regions are identified b
binary edge map.~We will describe how the edge map
generated in the next section.! Second, the pixel must no
be adjacent to any other pixel of the same color. This
important for the preservation of delicate but continuo
structures like thin lines and serifs in text. Finally, the me
of the distances between the pixel and itsN neighboring
pixels of the same color must be greater than some thr
old value. We use a threshold value of three pixel units;
that loosely speaking, postprocessing is disabled in any
gion having dot coverage less than 3.4%, or greater t
96.6%. This is a requirement since the rearrangement
cess does not improve dot distributions that are too den
packed. Note that these last two rules effectively ens
that we will not move pixels that are not minority pixels

3.1 Cost Functional Minimization

The dot movement is implemented as a sequence of s
traversals which terminates at a local minimum of the c
functional. In the (k11)th traversal, the dot is moved from
its locationn(k) to the adjacent locationn(k11) which de-
creases the cost the most.~The set of adjacent locations i
comprised of the eight nearest neighbor pixels.! Any loca-
tion which has no adjacent location that decreases the
is a local minimum. The only restriction to this process
that the dot may not be moved into a location having a
other dot adjacent to it. We describe our motivation for th
restriction below.

Fig. 2 Central dot connected to neighboring dots by springs.
(Neighboring dots are inside circles.)



Halftone postprocessing for improved rendition
Fig. 3 Example dot-movement scenarios. Curves represent level sets of the cost functional, which is
defined by the relative positions of neighboring dots. (Neighboring dots are inside circles.)
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To evaluate the cost functional, it is only necessary
add up the energy stored in imaginary springs which c
nect the dot to its neighbors. If the dot is at locationn, then
the total energye(n) is

e~n!5(
i 51

N

ei~n!, ~1!

whereei(n) is the energy in the spring connected to thei th
neighboring dot. This is computed by squaring the mag
tude of its displacement. Specifically

ei~n!5udi~n!2r u2, ~2!

wheredi(n) is the distance betweenn and the locationni of
the i th dot
-
di~n!5in2ni i ~3!

and r is the rest length of the spring.
We assume that the rest lengthr is the same for each o

the springs. It is computed as the mean of the distan
between the initial dot location and the neighboring do
specifically,r is computed as

r 5
1

N (
i 51

N

in~0!2ni i , ~4!

wheren(0) is the initial dot location.
Figure 3 shows some example dot-movement scena

extracted from the processing of actual halftone imag
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2000 / Vol. 9(2) / 153
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Atkins, Allebach, and Bouman
Each contour represents a set of points in the plane w
the cost functional has a fixed value. Note how the form
the cost functional depends upon the locations of the ne
boring dots, which are inside circles. We have viewed s
eral example dot-movement scenarios. For the most p
the cost functionals are approximately convex, with min
nonconvexities occuring around the locations of the nei
boring dots, as shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. But generally,
the cost functionals can have considerably more irreg
shapes. Moreover, they can have multiple local minima
shown in Fig. 3~c!. In any case, since the minimization
greedy, the dot being moved always ends up at the m
mum of the ‘‘watershed basin’’ that contains its initial lo
cation. Of course, if the dot being moved has its init
location at a local minimum, then it is not moved at all,
shown in Fig. 3~d!.

3.2 Finding Neighboring Dots

It is critical to choose theN neighboring dots so that th
resulting dot distribution is homogeneous. For this,
choose one neighboring dot from each ofN separate sector
subtending equal angles, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This
the effect of forcing dots to mingle. Otherwise, isolat
groups of at leastN11 dots could permanently congrega
in self-stable ‘‘cliques.’’ ~We actually observed this in
early experiments, when we were using a differe
neighbor-selection procedure.! To further encourage isotro
pic dot distributions, we orient the boundaries of the sect
randomly for each dot. This too is illustrated in Fig. 4. W
tried several other methods for choosing the neighbor
dots; but the procedure described here gives the bes
sults.

Note that since we find the neighboring dots in separ
sectors, there may be other neighboring dots which
close to the dot being moved, but which are not included
the cost functional. Practically, the only potentially b
consequence of this would be that the dot could end
adjacent to another dot. This would actually be a seri
problem, since an adjacent pair of minority pixels in a
gion of extreme tone is surprisingly visible. To prevent th
we enforce the rule that the dot is not allowed to move i
any location that has another dot as a neighbor.

Finally, an important parameter is the numberN of
neighboring dots which are chosen. We have used a v
of N54 to obtain our most homogeneous, isotropic d
distributions.

We found that two iterations of the dot rearrangem
are sufficient for good results. More iterations will increa

Fig. 4 One neighboring dot is found in each sector. Boundaries of
sectors are oriented randomly.
154 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2000 / Vol. 9(2)
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the smoothness and homogeneity of the dot distributi
However, this may not be worth the extra computation.

4 Generating the Edge Map

Before the dot-rearrangement stage, we generate an
map E that assigns the value 1 to pixel locations close
edges, and the value 0 to all other pixel locations. It is u
to disable postprocessing around edges, which can be
dered diffuse and soft by the dot rearrangement proc
Other approaches to finding edges in binary images h
been proposed.20 However, the approach that we descri
here is specifically geared toward finding edges in regi
of extreme tone. An overview of our edge map generat
process is illustrated in Fig. 5.

We obtainE as the logical ‘‘or’’ of two separate edg
maps: one identifying edges in light regions, and the ot
identifying edges in dark regions. Formally, for pixel loc
tion n

E~n!5H 1 if El~n!51 or Ed~n!51

0 else
, ~5!

where El and Ed are edge maps for the light and da
regions, respectively.

The edge mapsEl and Ed are obtained from lower-
resolution edge mapsel anded using block replication. For
this reason, the high-resolution edge mapE often has a
blocky appearance.

To generateel and ed , we use a lower-resolution ver
sion of the input halftone called the decimated image arr
By convention, we define each element in this array to
the number of black dots in an (L3L) pixel block of the
halftone image, whereL is the subsampling factor~see Fig.
6!. This means that the decimated image array takes va
in $0,...,L2%.

Fig. 5 Edge map generation process.
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Halftone postprocessing for improved rendition
To constructel , we assign a 1 to anylocation in the
decimated image array which is part of a 232 block where
either a horizontal or vertical edge was detected, and a 0 to
all other locations. To detect edges in a block, we ap
edge operators to the block, each of which yields a sc
output as illustrated in Fig. 7. The magnitudes of the sca
are compared to a locally adaptive thresholdt ; and if one
of them is greater than the threshold, then we say tha
edge is present. The thresholdt is computed as

t~s!5K1s1K2 , ~6!

wheres is the sum of the values in the 232 block, andK1

andK2 are non-negative constants. For the block outlin
in bold in Fig. 7, for example, the thresholdt would take
the value ofK1(3141010)1K2 , or K1•71K2 .

To constructed , the procedure is essentially the sam
The only difference is that instead of using the decima
image array, we use the inverted decimated image ar
which is computed as

D inv5L22D, ~7!

whereD andD inv denote the decimated image array and
inverted decimated image array, respectively.

Note from Eq.~6! how the edge-detection thresholdt
depends linearly ons. In the case of generatingel , for
example, the result of this is that the edge detection proc
is most sensitive to edges in the lightest regions; and it g
less sensitive as the tone decreases in lightness towar
midtones.~An analogous situation exists for the case
generatinged .) The adaptive threshold always performs
least as well as a fixed threshold would, since that is sim
the same as constrainingK1 to equal 0. In a majority of our
experiments, the best result achievable by allowing bothK1

andK2 to vary is about the same as the best result ach
able by fixing K1 to be 0. However, in some cases, o
adaptive-thresholding approach can perform apprecia
better.

We found that the best way to obtain values forK1 and
K2 is to experiment with ranges of values for these va
ables, and then to pick the pair that yields the best res
Certainly, it would have been preferable to find a fixed p
(K1 , K2) that is suitable for all images. But short of thi
we do recommend choosing values forK1 from @0.0, 0.6#,
and forK2 from @2.0, 8.0#.

An important parameter in the edge detection proces
the block sizeL for the decimated image array. IfL is too

Fig. 6 Construction of the decimated image array with a subsam-
pling factor of L52.
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large, then the resulting edge map is too coarse. Howe
if L is small, then the dynamic range of the decimat
image array will also be small. This can degrade the e
detection by limiting the range of values that the edge
erators can possibly yield. For the results printed in t
paper, we found that a value ofL58 yields an edge map
that identifies edges adequately without being too coa
Note that the results in this paper are printed at 100 dpi.
images rendered at higher resolutions, it may be possibl
increase L without making the edge map excessive
coarse.

5 Results

We tested theSpringsalgorithm by applying it to images
acquired from various sources and halftoned using both
ror diffusion and screening. In this section, we first sho
the results of applyingSprings to three different images
Then we demonstrate some shortcomings of theSprings
algorithm. All images in this paper are reproduced at 1
dots per inch~dpi!.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show results generated using th
different images. The image for Fig. 8 was scanned from
magazine and halftoned by error diffusion; the image
Fig. 9 was taken from a photo CD library and halftoned
error diffusion; and the image for Fig. 10 was created
Photoshop and screened using a 1283128 dispersed-do
dither array. Here, by ‘‘error diffusion,’’ we refer to the
instantiation introduced in Ref. 2; and to design the dith
array for screening, we used the algorithm described in R
7. TheSpringsalgorithm could equally well have been ap
plied to halftones generated by other versions of error
fusion ~see, for example, Refs. 21, 5, 22, or 4!, or by
screening using dither arrays generated from other meth
~see, for example, Refs. 23–25, or 9!.

In each figure, image~a! shows the input halftone, an
image ~b! shows the output of theSpringsalgorithm ob-
tained using the parameters shown in Table 1. Note tha
the light regions and in the dark regions, the minority pixe
have been redistributed for a smoother, more homogene
appearance. Image~c! in each figure shows the edge ma
with black representing the regions where dot rearran
ment was not allowed due to the detection of edge str
tures. To see why this is important, refer to image~d!,
which shows the result of rearranging dots while ignori
the edge segmentation. It is clear that if the edge segm
tation is not used, then major edges in highlight a
shadow regions—which are of critical importance when
comes to image quality—can be rendered soft and diffu

Fig. 7 Edge-detection operators.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2000 / Vol. 9(2) / 155
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Fig. 9 Postprocessing results for an image halftoned using error
diffusion. (a) Input image acquired from a photo CD library, then
halftoned using error diffusion. (b) Image (a) after postprocessing by
the Springs algorithm. (c) Segmentation generated by Springs while
processing image (a). (d) Image (a) after postprocessing, ignoring
the segmentation.

Fig. 8 Postprocessing results for a scanned image halftoned using
error diffusion. (a) Input image scanned from a magazine advertise-
ment, then halftoned using error diffusion. (b) Image (a) after post-
processing by the Springs algorithm. (c) Segmentation generated by
Springs while processing image (a). (d) Image (a) after postprocess-
ing, ignoring the segmentation.
156 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / April 2000 / Vol. 9(2)
Since the basic action ofSpringsis to rearrange selected
dots, two types of problems can occur: dots can be mo
when they should not have been moved; or they can rem
fixed when they should have been moved. These two s
narios are demonstrated in Fig. 11. To generate this fig
we first created a continuous-tone input image in Photos
with the deliberate intent of ‘‘breaking’’ theSpringsalgo-
rithm. The results of applying theSpringsalgorithm for this
image appear for error diffusion on the left, and f
dispersed-dot screening on the right.~Again, for error dif-
fusion, we used Ref. 2; and for the dither array generati
we used Ref. 7.! For the edge segmentations, we used
value of L58 for the block size;K150.0, K256 for the
error diffusion result, andK150.2,K252 for the screening
result. ~These were the best sets of parameters that
could find for these images.! Note that for the halftone
generated by error diffusion, some worming artifacts in t
background were detected as edges and actually prote
from the postprocessing. In both results, the edge betw
the light background and the darker region in the upp

Fig. 10 Postprocessing results for a synthetic image halftoned by
dispersed-dot screening. (a) Input image generated using Photo-
shop, then halftoned by dispersed-dot screening. (b) Image (a) after
postprocessing by the Springs algorithm. (c) Segmentation gener-
ated by Springs while processing image (a). (d) Image (a) after post-
processing, ignoring the segmentation.

Table 1 Edge segmentation parameters used for Figs. 8–10.

Figure L K1 K2

8 8 0.0 8

9 8 0.2 6

10 8 0.0 8
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Halftone postprocessing for improved rendition
left-hand corner was not detected completely. Where
that edge was not detected, the dots of the darker re
appear to have ‘‘leaked’’ into the background as a resul
the pixel rearrangement.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we introducedSprings, an algorithm for im-
proving halftone appearance by rearranging minority pix
in highlight and shadow regions.Springsmoves a dot by
first defining a cost functional based on the locations
neighboring dots, and then moving the dot to a local mi
mizer of the cost functional. This has the effect of relaxi
the dot distribution. Since the dot-movement procedure
the effect of softening edges, it is only allowed in regio
where edges are not detected. We demonstrated the e
tiveness of theSpringsalgorithm on halftone images gen
erated using both error diffusion and screening.
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